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INTRODUCTION 

Instruments and timepieces made from or using amber represent an as yet unresearched 

object form. This arises from the fact that exceptionally few examples survive. The two 

examples illustrated here have never been published. The same holds true for the contemporary 

archival sources given here. 

This poster is an introduction to a long ignored genre of objects and an initial attempt to 

shed light on amber’s employment by reflecting on debates about amber’s own magnetism and 

the solar properties of the stone. 

 

AMBER’S OWN MAGNETISM 

Magnetic compasses made of amber were, given contemporary debates about the 

material’s own ‘magnetism’, a materially self-referential object. This facet must have been 

especially attractive for their erudite scientifically-interested owners. Authors frequently refer to 

amber’s capacity to attract metal filings, straw, chaff, threads, salt, wax, talc, soap, and dust, 

debating the seat of and reason for this power which had been given to amber by the heavens, 

Many note that only polished amber attracts, and then only when rubbed. The attracted material 

must be dry and close. Several theorised that this ability would also allow it to purify the air in 

times of illness, or used it as a metaphor for heretical preaching. Scientific academies across 

Europe dedicated publications to the phenomenon and published correspondence detailing and 

discussing its peculiarities. In one bizarre account from 1708 Dr Wall of London saw his amber-

handled cane begin to glow and emit cracks and sparks. 

 

CONTEMPORARY SOURCES 

EARLY ACCOUNTS: Alfred Rohde stated that Anna of Prussia ordered amber 

compasses from Joachim Schünemann in the 1590s, but contemporary written accounts of 

compasses and timepieces have yet to be found. 

TIMEPIECES: Records first appear to survive from the mid-17th century. The 1644 

inventory of the Farnese palace in Rome records una borsetta da horologio d’ambra. This may 

have resembled the drop-shaped case for a verge watch by Dutch watchmaker Isaac Pluvier in 

the British Museum dated 1645-55 (below). 

The gift of a Danzig-made amber clock valued at 3,000 zloty by the Abbot of Oliwa, 

Alexander Kesowski, to King Jan Kasimir in 1651 is the only clear indication of a possible place 

of making and value when new that we have. Timepieces, such as the clock with a six-sided 

amber case recorded in Flavio Chigi’s Roman museum in 1700, and Duke Karl of 

Württemberg’s pocket watch with healthenhancing stones (1802), occur in greater variety and 

for a longer time than compasses. Three-bulbed sand-filled amber hourglasses are also known 

for the period circa 1650 to 1770, sometimes in tandem with amber writing equipment and 

calendars. 

COMPASSES: The mid-17th-century catalogue of Manfredo Settala’s Milanese 

collection illustrates and describes a sundial which is facile ad apprirsi e chiudersi” and 

decorated with a“bellissima dama fiamminga ... che dal candore dell’ambra trahendo il suo 

essere, anche nell’innocenza si fa creder ladra de’ cuori. Others owners are Cardinal Leopoldo 

de’ Medici, who, in 1675, had una bussola d'ambra gialla intagliata and Eberhard III, Duke of 

Württemberg who had one round and one oblong amber compass (with a broken needle) upon 

his death in 1674. A third compass is catalogued among the mathematical instruments in the 



Mömpelgarder Kabinettschrank, elsewhere in the Stuttgart’s Altes Schloss ten years later. Could 

these have resembled the Burghley compass? 

THE SOLAR STONE 

Born of the Phaethon’s inability to steer the chariot of the sun, and shed as the tears of 

Helios’ daughters, gleaming, translucent, golden amber was also ideally suited to the making of 

portable pocket sundials. 

The amber the ancient Greeks consumed made its way south from the Baltic region and 

the North Sea coast of Jutland. There the material played an important role worshippers of the 

sun. The early people of what is today Denmark carved disks of amber and marked them with 

auspicious lines, grooves and pits. Bronze age man’s appreciation of a close relationship between 

the gleaming “stone” and the brilliant sun is evident from the unique prehistoric “sun holder” of 

bronze and amber in the National Museum in Copenhagen 


